
Improving Website 
Performance



The Importance
of Website 
Performance



Website Performance
The speed at which web pages are downloaded and 
displayed in a user’s web browser. Basically, website 
performance tells you how fast your website is.



Website Performance Impacts:

• Rankings in organic search

• Visibility on Facebook

• The user experience



Search engines like Google 
want to offer the best 
experience to their users.



If your post links to a slow website, it may 
not be displayed to people using the 
Facebook app.

How Website Performance 
Impacts Facebook



Best-in-class webpages should 
become interactive within 5.3 
seconds. Any slower and visitors will 
abandon your site, reducing 
conversions and sales.

5.3 
seconds

Source: HubSpot

How Quickly Should a 
Page Load?



79% of shoppers who are 
dissatisfied with site performance 
say they’re less likely to purchase 
from the same site again.

79%
Source: Google

Will people come back 
to a slow site?



Website Performance Affects:

• The accessibility of your site

• The usability of your site

• Your web design 



Accessibility
The availability of a website and its contents to all people.



Usability
How efficiently and easily visitors can see or examine
your website.



Website Design
The process of planning, ideating, and organizing content 
for the internet.



Performance impacts metrics 
marketers care about, like 
traffic, conversion rates, 
and revenue.



Website 
Performance for 
Carousell.com

When Carousell.com
reduced their load time by 
65%, they saw a 63% 
increase in traffic.



Website 
Performance for 
Obama’s Campaign

A 3-second decrease in load 
speed helped the campaign 
raise an additional $34 
million.



Performance Budget
Benchmarks for the performance metrics that
you care about.



Increasing Load 
Speed and Reducing 
Page Size



Load Speed
The time it takes to fully display the content on a
specific page.



Best-in-class web pages 
should become interactive  
within 5.3 seconds.



Example Page 
Speed From 
Website Grader

In this example, the website 
speed is 3.3 seconds. 



First Contentful Paint (FCP)
The time it takes in seconds for text or images to be 
shown to users.



Time to Interactive (TTI) 
When the page responds to user interactions (such as 
clicking) within 50ms.



Minification
The process of reducing resources size by removing 
unnecessary comments and spacing in the source code. 



The Components of a Website

• HTML provides the basic structure of sites, which 
is enhanced and modified by CSS and JavaScript.

• CSS is used to edit the presentation, formatting, 
and layout of a page. 

• JavaScript is used to control the behavior of 
different elements.



What Does Minification Do?

• HTML minification removes all unnecessary characters from

the HTML.

• CSS minification removes all the unnecessary characters and 

comments from your stylesheet file that contains font and

layout rules. 

• JavaScript minification removes all unnecessary characters and 

comments from the JavaScript. 



Tools For Minification 

• To minify HTML, try out the PageSpeed Insights 
Chrome extension.

• For CSS, try CSS Compressor.

• For JavaScript, you could use JS Compress.



Compression
Replaces repetitive pieces of code with markers directing 
to the first instance of that code.



CompressionMinification

Removes whitespace, 
comments, and non-required 

semicolons.

Removes all strings that are 
repeated.



Original CSS File

The strings are easy to read. 
A developer did this on 
purpose.



Minified CSS File

Once this file is minified, the 
file size shrinks, but it is also a 
whole lot harder to read.



Compressed
CSS File

These characters are 
placemarks for where the 
duplicate code used to be.



Minified and 
Compressed
CSS File

This generates the smallest 
file size of the bunch.



There are a couple solutions 
out there for compression:
gzip and Brotli.



If you’re using the HubSpot CMS Hub, your 
files will be compressed automatically.

Compression with the HubSpot 
CMS Hub



Compression is enabled by 
adding code to a file called 
.htaccess on the web server.



Optimizing Your 
Web Page Elements



Page Size (Page Weight)
The overall size of the block of stored memory that makes 
up a page.



Optimizing Web Page Elements

• Use Google Fonts instead of custom fonts.

• Use existing video hosting solutions.

• Compress your images.

• Make your images responsive.



Google Fonts

A collection of fonts that are 
hosted by Google and 
accessible to all web 
browsers.



Hosting Videos on a 
Web Page

Use an existing hosting 
solution, like YouTube, 
Vimeo, or Amazon.



YouTube

YouTube is by far the 
most popular solution 
for many people 
getting started with 
video. Plus it's free. 

But the videos do 
include ads and 
provide video 
recommendations at 
the end of the video.

Vimeo Amazon

Vimeo is an ad-free 
solution that’ll cost you 
about the price of two 
coffees every month. 

Vimeo optimizes 
videos hosted with 
them to serve smaller 
files to your website 
visitors. This means 
faster load speeds.

Amazon offers more 
customization but is 
also more technical. 

Depending on the size 
of your business and 
your level of technical 
competency, Amazon 
can be a good option.

Comparing YouTube, Vimeo, and Amazon



Image Compression
Groups parts of an image together to reduce its size 
without visibly decreasing quality.



Compressed ImageOriginal Image

2.8 MB 1.3 MB



A great tool to compress your images is TinyPNG.com



SVG File (Scalable Vector Graphic)
A graphic file that uses a two-dimensional vector graphic 
format designed specifically for the internet.



Take a Look at Your 
Website From a 
Mobile Browser

How do your images look? Are 
they sized correctly for the screen? 



How to Make 
Images Responsive

Add a CSS rule that sets all 
images to fill the width of the 
container the image is in.



Reducing HTTP 
Requests and 
Maximizing
Page Caching



Less frequent downloads 
means that a website can be 
displayed faster.



If you want to create a
high-performing page, 
aim to have 
30 requests maximum.



HTTP Request
An ask for information from the browser, like Chrome or 
Firefox, to the server, the remote computer that fulfils
that request.



How to Reduce the Number of
HTTP Requests

• Combine text resources

• Combine image resources

• Move render-blocking JavaScript

• Reduce redirects



Every file that you eliminate 
is one less HTTP request 
required to load your page.



How to Combine 
Text Resources

Use an open source bundler, 
like webpack or Parcel, to 
combine JavaScript files.



You might have specific social share icons that match your 
brand’s style.



Image Sprites

A group of small images that 
are included in one physical 
image instead of multiple.



JavaScript enables your 
website to behave 
differently based on criteria 
that you identify.



Move your JavaScript files to 
the bottom of your page for 
all non-essential functions.



Example
JavaScript Function

Put critical JavaScript 
functions directly where they 
are needed on the page. 



Redirect
A way to send both people and search engines to a 
different URL from the one they originally requested.



The best practice is to limit the 
number of redirects on your web 
page to a maximum of one.1
How Many Redirects 
Can You Have?



Some Redirects Are Okay

• 303: Moved Permanently

• 302: Moved Temporarily 



Solution #2Solution #1

Use a Redirect 

This increases the number of 
HTTP requests on your

web page.

Use a Mobile
Responsive Design

This optimizes your site for all 
devices without any redirects.



Caching
The process of saving resources to be reused.



Client-Side 
Caching

Server-Side 
Caching

The server saves the result of 
a single render and serves 
that same result when it is 

requested again.

The server tells a web browser 
to keep the files it downloads 

so that it doesn’t have to 
download them again in

the future.



The Benefits of Caching:

• Decrease network costs by reducing requests to 
your server.

• Improve responsiveness by making your website 
faster for browsers to retrieve.

• Content will be continuously available even if you 
experience server outages. 



WP Super Cache

This plugin generates static 
HTML files of your web pages 
which will be served to the 
majority of your users.


